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TDAC ENTERPRISE
NETWORK VISIBILITY & THREAT DETECTION
Enabling defence in depth across enterprise networks
DETECTION
Up to date threat intelligence compliments detection of cyber
threats from malware to DDoS, anonymised traffic to protocol
misuse and data theft. Un-sampled and enriched flow monitoring
enables deep forensic incident analysis and threat hunting,
whilst event orchestration reduces alert fatigue. Detect threats
and store enriched event data from within the network and
applications (OSI L3-L7) including HTTP, SSL, DNS, BGP and
more.

PROTECTION
Comprehensive network mapping allows for deep
understanding of the network and users enabling visibility of
the threat landscape including those targeting digital assets,
infrastructure, services, customers, and sites. TDAC Enterprise
uses existing physical, virtual and application infrastructure to
identify threats and provide real-time, accurate intelligence to
SecOps teams.

THREAT HUNTING
Security and network events are stitched together for seamless
forensic pivots, providing SOCs with detailed incident alerting
and event data ensuring comprehensive threat hunting, network
monitoring, NPMD and compliance.

DEPLOYMENT AND SCALABILITY
TDAC Enterprise can be deployed and actively detecting
threats within minutes in physical, virtual or hybrid network
environments. The TDAC Enterprise can also sit alongside
Telesoft’s 400Gbps security infrastructure for edge, fog or NFV
coverage of backbone connectivity, services, and data providers.
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KEY BENEFITS
Simplified detection and forensics of attacks and APTs

Discover and provision assets and infrastructure – from medium
to large scale

Accurate and enriched threat hunting

Highly scalable network visibility and detection platform

Readily deployable in physical, NFV or hybrid environments

Rapidly deployed into an enterprise environment

TDAC ENTERPRISE COMPONENTS
vFlowProbe

The vFlowProbe is a virtual network monitoring component that ingests the network data as it
moves through the network.

vCERNE

vCERNE is a virtualised Intrusion Detection System that identifies and captures known
malicious activity when signatures are matched.

CyberEngine

This central component enriches the data captured by the vFlowProbe and baselines the
network activity to enable anomaly detection.

User Portal

The User Portal enables digital forensics, SecOps, and Threat Hunting teams to conduct
investigations, threat hunting, and user management.

Data Lake

The data lake is responsible for intelligently storing records, providing fast query times, and
highly scalable data storage.

BESPOKE DEPLOYMENT CONFIGURATION
At Telesoft, we recognise that no two networks are the same. Our flexible deployment options
ensure TDAC Enterprise will seamlessly integrate with your existing infrastructure.
Our experienced engineers will work to provision TDAC Enterprise to your specific network,
whilst ensuring your throughput, storage and feature requirements are all met.

TDAC Enterprise

Speak to our team today to find out how TDAC Enterprise can be deployed to achieve full
network visibility in your enterprise network.

TDAC ENTERPRISE SERVICES
We know not every organisation has the resource to cover a 24x7 network monitoring
capability, but that shouldn’t mean that network visibility is inaccessible.
Monitoring and Alerting Service

Telesoft has a team of analysts capable of providing round the clock visibility over your
network, alerting the relevant stakeholders to suspicious activity and providing advice on how
to remediate it.
Talk to our sales team to find out more about our Monitoring and Alerting Service.
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